
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Why is Battery Charging important to technicians? 
  
CTEK research estimates that as many as 1 in 4 vehicles entering 
the auto shop has a battery related issue, which in the majority of 
cases could be addressed with a battery charge and condition. It is 
therefore no surprise that battery failure is the number 1 cause of 
vehicle breakdown.  
  
The battery is heart of the vehicle electrical system. Keeping the 
battery at a full state of charge allows the vehicle electrical system to run at peak efficiency, supporting 
the vehicle Engine Control Module (ECM) and the millions of directives that it sends out on a regular 
basis. Providing a full state of charge helps the battery and all electrical system components to enjoy an 
extended service life. Proper focus on electrical battery charge maintenance helps to reduce vehicle 
drivability issues and create happy and repeat customers for the service providers shop. 
  
‘Battery Support’ (as distinct from charging) is also vital for the supply of ‘clean’ constant voltage during 
vehicle diagnostic & programming to guard against loss of battery charge and subsequent ECM crash 
and potential destruction. 
  
If a battery needing a charge does not receive attention in the auto shop it might not present problems 
while it is there - battery failure may instead strike after the vehicle has left the auto shop, potentially 
damaging auto shop reputation at a time that they cannot repair. 
  
Battery Service is needed by most customers and is a service that will can drive additional shop 
profitability. 
  
What jobs do technicians perform that require Battery Charging products? 
  
Basic Battery Charging due to battery discharge from user error, faulty or failed electrical system 
components, cabling or wiring, other… 
Requirement for added electrical system support during vehicle ECM Flash Reprogramming and vehicle 
software updates 
As part of Regular Vehicle Maintenance and Preventative Maintenance Customer Retention and Service 
Programs 
Part of a Test, Charge and Test Battery Service program – see attached information on the CTEK 
approach to this that contains a UK case study (revenue opportunities file) 
Maintenance of batteries in storage to ensure that they are kept in good condition, protecting against 
battery failure and significantly reducing warranty claims. 
  
 



What Battery Charging capabilities are necessary for auto shops 
and technicians? 
“Clean” and controlled power that can be delivered to the battery 
whilst it is still connected to the battery – this will protect against 
damage to vehicle ECMs and save valuable time because the battery 
doesn’t need to be removed from the vehicle. CTEK chargers for 
example offer outstanding levels of reliability, safety and efficiency. 
They are fully automatic, easy to use and require no specialist 
knowledge or monitoring - simply connect, forget and carry on with 
a normal service without worrying about the risk of overcharging or 
damage to ECMs. 
A consistent voltage controlled power supply to support diagnostic 
work and flash reprogramming 
Fast and efficient recharging – Time is money… 
Intelligent charging capabilities to protect delicate vehicle ECM’s 
Smart charge algorithms to provide full charge and to protect new 
modern battery designs being used more regularly in vehicle 
starting applications 

Microprocessor controlled interactive communication between the battery and charger to provide 
complete charge and to increase battery life 
Automatic charging features to allow technician to safely and efficiently perform simultaneous vehicle 
repair and maintenance tasks 
  
What are the newest trends and technologies in this product category? 
Replacement of old linear transformer based non-intelligent “metal box” and “wheel” type chargers by 
Intelligent, efficient, high frequency transformer based microprocessor controlled charging and 
maintenance chargers. 
Governmental legislation regulating development of more efficient battery chargers. 
New start-stop vehicle designs using special batteries to support new and stricter fuel and emissions 
regulations and standards 
New Lithium Battery design usage 
Wireless monitoring devices with mobile data tracking and messaging capabilities 
Wireless Battery Charging 
  
What details/specs/qualities should distributors focus on when 
selling Battery Charging products? 
Products that provide Safety in use is always of paramount 
importance 
Reverse polarity protection 
Over voltage protection 
Over heat protection 
High IP rating to protect user from potential water ingress 
  
Sell chargers that meet latest CEC regulation approvals supporting 
latest governmental regulations 
Sell chargers that are recognized by OE manufacturers as the highest 
in safety, quality and performance 



Sell chargers that are compatible with all types of lead acid vehicle batteries including wet/flooded, 
calcium, gel, and the latest Start-Stop AGM and EFB technology 
Sell charging products that provide automatic battery maintenance 
Sell chargers that are easy to use by customers with even the most basic level of automotive technical 
training or none 
Provide charging products that have premium features to drive higher average selling price and increase 
profitability 
Work with battery charger manufacturers that specialize in development of the latest technology based 
battery charging, maintenance and data tracking products 
   

What questions can distributors ask to gauge a 
customer’s interest/need for Battery Charging products? 
First, explain to the customer that every vehicle battery 
should be charged & maintained on a regular basis - the 
vehicle alternator is not designed to re-charge a 
discharged battery but only to maintain existing voltage. 
Is your vehicle used on a regular basis or is it driven 
irregularly or stored seasonally? 
Have you added any additional or non-factory electrical 
accessories to your vehicle? 
`High intensity or additional lighting 
`High performance stereo system 
`Snow Plow 
`Winch 

`Vehicle Telematics 
`Addition of heated grips or use of heated clothing (Motorcycle, Snow Mobile, ATV, UTV) 
`Addition of Refrigerator, Heater, etc. (Motorhome, Camp Trailer) 
`When is the last time that you replaced your battery? 
A charger can be a great add-on sale to any battery sale and they make great gifts for Birthdays, Father’s 
Day and Christmas 
  
Are there any other factors distributors should consider? 
Consider the fact that 70+% of battery returns are discharged only batteries – Sale of a charger to help 
reduce battery warranty costs IS real. 
Consider that when you sell a charger, you are actually selling your customers ability to use or enjoy 
their vehicle – it’s important to them! Always offer a charger to your customers for their own wellbeing 
because you care! 
Battery related breakdowns are costly in an emotional and in a direct financial way – promote battery 
maintenance through proactive use of a battery maintenance charger. 
Abusive battery treatment or poor maintenance practices are costly to the environment  - proper 
battery charge maintenance will increase battery life and keep batteries  out of the waste stream. 
 
 


